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Plaintiff MillerCoors, LLC (“MillerCoors”) respectfully submits this brief in support of 

its Motion for a Preliminary Injunction (the “Motion”) against Defendant Anheuser-Busch 

Companies, LLC (“AB”). 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF REQUESTED RELIEF 

MillerCoors, which makes and sells Miller Lite and Coors Light beers, and AB, which 

makes and sells Bud Light beer, are the two largest players in the intensely competitive United 

States light beer market. This lawsuit (the “Action”), Motion and brief in support thereof (the 

“Brief”) focus on AB’s false and misleading advertising campaign (“the Campaign”), which is 

designed to increase the sales of Bud Light by deceiving beer consumers into believing that they 

will be consuming corn syrup (or high-fructose corn syrup) if they drink Miller Lite or Coors 

Light. The massive Campaign, which is taking place across television, print, billboards and 

social media, is false and deceptive because there is no corn syrup (or high-fructose corn syrup) 

in a glass of Miller Lite or Coors Light.  

AB launched its false advertising Campaign in the splashiest way an advertiser could. It 

created three new commercials for Bud Light and then caused these commercials to be broadcast 

for the first time during the CBS television broadcast of Super Bowl LIII, with nearly 100 

million people watching nationwide. See Proposed Findings of Fact (“PFF”), filed herewith, ¶¶ 

29-32, 37-38, 39-40. These commercials, which likely cost more than $15 million in media time 

during that broadcast alone, mocked Miller Lite and Coors Light for being “made with” corn 

syrup. PFF ¶¶ 29, 37, 39, 42. As outlined below, however, this opening salvo was just the 

beginning of a sustained false advertising attack on Miller Lite and Coors Light.  

AB’s Campaign variously claims that Miller Lite and Coors Light are “made with” or 

“brewed with” corn syrup in order to mislead consumers into thinking that if they drink Miller 

Lite or Coors Light beer, they will be consuming corn syrup. AB also claims that Bud Light 
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contains “no corn syrup” and has “100% less corn syrup” than Miller Lite and Coors Light, 

further implying that corn syrup is contained in the Miller Lite and Coors Light beers that 

consumers drink. As AB well knows, this is false. Although corn syrup is used in the brewing 

process for Miller Lite and Coors Light, it is only used as a brewing adjunct—to feed yeast 

during beer fermentation. The corn syrup used in fermentation is broken down by yeast and 

converted into alcohol, carbon dioxide, and a small amount of residual simple sugars. There is no 

corn syrup in the final products.  

But AB’s misleading Campaign is even more insidious. It is not only designed to make 

consumers think that they will be consuming corn syrup if they drink Miller Lite or Coors Light, 

but also to prey upon widespread preexisting confusion between corn syrup and high-fructose 

corn syrup (“HFCS”). In other words, it is designed to mislead consumers into thinking that 

when they drink a Miller Lite or Coors Light, (1) they are drinking corn syrup, and (2) they are 

drinking HFCS, which has a negative reputation as unhealthy. 

The nature of AB’s Campaign lays bare its intent to mislead consumers. But, as if to 

remove any doubt, AB has publicly confirmed its motives. AB’s VP of Marketing for Bud Light, 

Andy Goeler, made clear that AB understood that the Campaign would lead consumers to think 

that they are actually consuming corn syrup or HFCS when they drink Miller Lite or Coors Light 

beer. In an interview with the magazine Food & Wine about the Campaign, Mr. Goeler stated 

that AB had learned through its research that corn syrup is a substance “that [consumers] 

preferred not to consume if they didn’t have to.” PFF ¶ 69 (emphasis added). Mr. Goeler 

added, “some consumers—for their own personal reasons—have concluded that they prefer not 

putting something like corn syrup, if they had a choice, into their body.” PFF ¶ 68 (emphasis 
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added). But as AB knows, when consumers drink Miller Lite or Coors Light, they do not 

“consume” corn syrup; nor do they put it “into” their bodies. 

Mr. Goeler expressed AB’s intent to capitalize on existing consumer confusion between 

corn syrup and HFCS just days after the Super Bowl. According to a trade industry report, Mr. 

Goeler revealed that AB chose to focus on corn syrup in Miller Lite and Coors Light because it 

had conducted extensive focus group testing in which it found that consumers do not know the 

difference between corn syrup and HFCS. PFF ¶ 68. According to the same report, Mr. Goeler 

further acknowledged that this confusion appeared to be particularly impactful to female 

consumers. Id. 

Through its Motion and Brief, MillerCoors seeks, among other things, an order enjoining 

AB’s false claim that Miller Lite and Coors Light are “made with/brewed with” corn syrup, as 

those claims imply in their present contexts that Miller Lite and Coors Light (1) contain corn 

syrup in the finished product, and (2) use HFCS, either in the brewing process or the finished 

product. Neither of those statements is true.  

The overwhelming evidence, which we discuss herein and will prove at trial, 

demonstrates that AB intended to deceive consumers through its Campaign, and has already 

succeeded in doing so. A consumer survey prepared in conjunction with this litigation shows, for 

example, that a representative advertisement from AB’s Campaign misleads 61% of light beer 

consumers (a net of 35% over the control group) into thinking that there is corn syrup in Miller 

Lite and Coors Light. See PFF ¶ 86.  

Moreover, a rigorous and systematic analysis of social media content relating to the 

Campaign shows that the Campaign has already had a dramatic impact on consumer opinions 

regarding Miller Lite and Coors Light. See PFF ¶¶ 95, 96. The Campaign itself has generated an 
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estimated 317 million impressions (or potential views by consumers). PFF ¶¶ 99, 100. The 

analysis of consumers’ social media posts demonstrates that the Campaign caused confusion, 

health concerns, and disgust toward Miller Lite and Coors Light beers. PFF ¶ 104. 

The misunderstandings caused by the Campaign thus demonstrably erode consumer 

sentiment and confidence in Miller Lite and Coors Light, damage the reputations of those 

products, and discourage consumers from drinking or purchasing them in the future. And, 

existing consumer confusion between corn syrup and HFCS further exacerbates this erosion of 

consumer trust. In fact, in the wake of the Super Bowl ads, MillerCoors experienced a dramatic 

spike of consumer communications critical of Miller Lite and Coors Light for purportedly 

including corn syrup, and 18% of those consumers indicated that the presence of corn syrup 

would likely cause them to cease or decrease their purchases of Miller Lite and Coors Light. See 

PFF ¶¶ 92-94.  

In response to media coverage of the Campaign, AB has publicly attempted to justify the 

Campaign merely as an effort to improve consumer knowledge about the “ingredients” in beer. 

For example, in a trade publication, AB’s senior director of corporate communications, Josh 

Gold, responded to a question regarding the reasons for the AB Campaign:  

Free beer is a good thing. So is talking about the ingredients inside of beer. We 
continue to remain focused on transparency because we know that is what 
consumers are looking for. Knowing what is and isn’t in your beer—whether you 
paid for it or not—can only be good for the beer industry overall.  

See PFF ¶ 75. (emphasis added). But AB’s actions belie its own statements. While it claims to 

educate consumers about the contents in beer, it instead confuses and deceives consumers. Public 

relations statements aside, the Campaign is entirely designed to convey the false message that 

corn syrup is in Miller Lite and Coors Light. 
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Since the Super Bowl, AB has continued a relentless progression of corn syrup-themed 

advertising that disparages Miller Lite and Coors Light. This nearly daily barrage will cause 

irreparable harm unless this Court steps in to prevent it. While MillerCoors has tried mightily to 

counter the consumer confusion caused by the Campaign, AB’s continuous stream of misleading 

advertisements through multiple media channels is likely to negate such efforts. Moreover, since 

the Action was commenced, AB has made it clear that it intends to continue its deceptive 

Campaign. See PFF ¶¶ 67, 72-73. 

Because the Campaign plainly violates the Lanham Act, and because MillerCoors has no 

other means of stopping the ongoing harm to the reputations of Miller Lite and Coors Light, it 

asks this Court to enjoin AB from continuing to make false and misleading claims about corn 

syrup in MillerCoors beers through any commercial advertisements in any media. 

I. Factual Background 

A. Miller Lite and Coors Light Are Two of MillerCoors Flagship Beers.  

Miller Lite and Coors Light are two of MillerCoors flagship beers and were among the 

world’s first light beers. See PFF ¶ 6. Since introducing Miller Lite and Coors Light in the 1970s, 

MillerCoors has invested considerable resources to advertise and promote them in the United 

States. See PFF ¶ 10. That investment has paid dividends, as MillerCoors has sold billions of 

dollars-worth of both Miller Lite and Coors Light since 1970. See PFF ¶ 9. MillerCoors market 

research shows that the key reasons people buy Miller Lite and Coors Light are because those 

beers are (1) authentic, (2) a good value, (3) of high-quality, and (4) refreshing. PFF ¶ 8. 

Miller Lite and Coors Light currently have the second and third-highest market share 

among American light beers, respectively. PFF ¶ 7. Only Bud Light, which is manufactured by 

MillerCoors direct competitor AB, has a higher market share among light beers. PFF ¶ 24.  
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B. There Is No Corn Syrup or HFCS in Miller Lite or Coors Light.  

As with all beer-brewing, the fermentation process for Coors Light and Miller Lite uses 

some form of carbohydrates or sugars as a nutrient source. See PFF ¶ 11. During this integral 

process, yeast breaks down and consumes the sugars to yield the desired byproduct: alcohol. See 

PFF ¶ 17. Thus, the first step in brewing beer is to create this nutrient source of carbohydrates for 

yeast, which is called the “wort.” See PFF ¶ 11. Depending on their preferences, brewers select 

different mixes of carbohydrate sources—such as malt, rice, and corn—for the wort. PFF ¶ 12. 

Like in many beers (including some AB brand beers) the wort used to make Miller Lite and 

Coors Light consists of malt sugars combined with corn syrup as an adjunct. See PFF ¶¶ 12, 13, 

20. MillerCoors uses corn syrup because it neither masks nor changes the barley and hops flavors 

and aromas for which Miller Lite and Coors Light have long been known. PFF ¶ 14. 

Once the wort is created, it moves to fermentation, a process by which yeast converts 

sugars into alcohol, flavors, aromas, carbon dioxide, and residual sugars. PFF ¶ 17. By the end 

of fermentation, the yeast has consumed or converted the corn syrup in the wort, so that no 

corn syrup makes it into the final bottle, can, or glass of Miller Lite or Coors Light. PFF 

¶¶ 17-18. 

The corn syrup used in brewing Miller Lite and Coors Light is different from HFCS, an 

additive sweetener commonly found in soft drinks, pancake syrup, and even some of AB’s malt 

beverages. See PFF ¶¶ 19, 76. There is an ongoing debate regarding whether HFCS (but not corn 

syrup) is linked to certain health problems, including obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and cancer; 

and whether HFCS (but not corn syrup) is unsafe and unhealthy. See PFF ¶ 78. Despite the fact 

that corn syrup and HFCS are not the same, many consumers do not know that the two 

substances are distinct in their manufacture, composition, function, and nutrition. PFF ¶ 76. But 
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MillerCoors does not use HFCS at any point in the brewing process for any of its products, 

including Miller Lite and Coors Light. See PFF ¶¶ 19, 76. 

C. AB’s Campaign Falsely Claims That Miller Lite and Coors Light Contain 
Corn Syrup.  

Leading up to the February 3, 2019 television broadcast of Super Bowl LIII—always the 

most watched television event of the year—AB cued up its nationwide advertising Campaign 

that would feature the false claims that Miller Lite and Coors Light are “made with” corn syrup. 

In that teaser advertisement, the Bud Light King proudly exclaims that he will ensure that every 

case of Bud Light will soon have an ingredients label so that “the people will be sure . . . that 

[Bud Light] is brewed with the finest ingredients.” PFF ¶¶ 26-27. The advertisement closes with 

a voiceover: “Introducing our new ingredients label, coming in February.” Id. According to Dr. 

Yoram Wind from the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School, one of the preeminent 

consumer behavior and marketing experts in the world, the “ingredients” focus of the AB ads at 

this time served to “prime” consumers to think of beer ingredients that they consume when they 

later encountered AB’s Campaign, which calls out the use of corn syrup. See PFF ¶ 91. 

And then, on Super Bowl Sunday, AB fully launched its Campaign with the centerpiece 

60-second television commercial during the game’s first quarter. PFF ¶¶ 29-32. The commercial, 

titled “Special Delivery,” required a massive investment by AB: advertising during this year’s 

Super Bowl cost between $5.1 million and 5.3 million per 30 seconds of media placement, not 

including production costs. See PFF ¶ 42.  

The Special Delivery commercial opens with the Bud Light King, the Bud Light Knight, 

and a wizard discussing how Bud Light beer is brewed. PFF ¶¶ 30-31, 35. Behind the men are 

four barrels labeled “Water,” “Rice,” “Hops,” and “Barley.” Id. The knight enters with an over-
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sized barrel labeled “Corn Syrup” and announces, “My King, this corn syrup was just delivered.” 

Id. 

 

The Bud Light King disdainfully responds that the barrel of corn syrup does not belong to the 

Bud Light Kingdom because “[w]e don’t brew Bud Light with corn syrup.” Id. The knight states 

“Miller Lite uses corn syrup,” prompting the Bud Light King to declare that the over-sized 

barrel of corn syrup must be delivered to the Miller Lite Kingdom at once. Id. The party then 

embarks on a dangerous journey to deliver the barrel to Miller Lite. Id. 

Once the Bud Light King arrives at the Miller Lite Castle, he announces, “Oh brewers of 

Miller Lite, we received your corn syrup by mistake.” Id. The Miller Lite King, a supply of 

Miller Lite at his side, answers, “That’s not our corn syrup, we received our shipment this 

morning … Try the Coors Light Castle. They also use corn syrup.” Id. 
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The party then sets off for the Coors Light Castle. Id. Upon arriving there, the Bud Light King 

again announces, “Oh brewers of Coors Light, is this corn syrup yours?” Id. A bumbling man at 

the top of the Coors Light Castle responds, “Well, well, well, looks like the corn syrup has come 

home to be brewed,” and then, after a beat, “To be clear, we brew Coors Light with corn 

syrup.” Id. 

 

The commercial closes with the statement “Bud Light, Brewed with no Corn Syrup.” Id. 

 

After first airing during the Super Bowl, Special Delivery has continued to run in 

television markets across the country, both in a full-length version and in shorter, 15-second and 
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30-second cuts. See PFF ¶ 33. All versions draw the same false dichotomy between Bud Light, 

on the one hand, and Miller Lite and Coors Light, on the other, implying that corn syrup is a 

major, if not the only, ingredient in Miller Lite and Coors Light, whereas Bud Light’s ingredients 

are hops, barley, water, and rice.  

Through the Campaign, AB has continued to broadcast that message in other 

advertisements across multiple media. During the Super Bowl broadcast, for example, AB 

debuted two other 15-second commercials—titled “Shop Talk” and “Trojan Horse Occupants”—

in which medieval characters state that Coors Light and Miller Lite, respectively, are “made with 

corn syrup.” See PFF ¶¶ 37-40.1  

  

Shortly after the Super Bowl and on February 18, 2019, AB launched two more ads to 

further its false and misleading Campaign. One is a 30-second spot called “Mountain Folk 

Yelling Beer Ingredients,” featuring three men on different mountain tops yelling the respective 

ingredients of Coors Light, Miller Lite, and Bud Light to each other:  

Male 1: Coors Light is made with barley, water, hop extract, and 
corn syrup 

                                                 
1 The cost of airing these two advertisements, along with the Special Delivery advertisement, means AB 
spent between 15.3 and 15.9 million dollars during the Super Bowl alone to air commercials from its corn 
syrup-themed campaign. See PFF ¶ 42. 
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Male 2: Miller Lite is made with barley, water, hops, hop extract, 
and corn syrup  
Male 3: Bud Light is made with barley, rice, water, hops, and no 
corn syrup.  

See PFF ¶ 46-48. And the other is a 15-second ad, “Cave Explorers,” featuring cave explorers 

reading the ingredients of Coors Light and Bud Light on the inside of a cave, where the Coors 

Light ingredients are written in a messy, disorganized way, compared to those for Bud Light that 

are written in a neater script and layout. PFF ¶ 43-45. The explorers recite the respective 

ingredients as follows:  

Male 1: Coors Light is made with barley, water, hop extract, and 
corn syrup 
Male 2: Bud Light is made with barley, rice, water, hops, and no 
corn syrup. 

Id. Both ads conclude with the same message: “Bud Light. Brewed with no Corn Syrup.” PFF ¶¶ 

43-48. 

  

 

 On February 24, 2019, AB launched two more ads to further its Campaign. The first is a 

15-second spot, where two female actors come onto stage and dramatically state the following: 

Female 1: Coors Light is made with barley, water, hop extract, 
and corn syrup. 
Female 2: Bud Light is made with barley, rice, water, hops, and 
no corn syrup.   

 
See PFF ¶ 58-61. The ad then concludes: “Bud Light. Brewed with no Corn Syrup.” Id.  
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 The second ad is a 24-second mock film preview, showcasing the same two female 

actors. PFF ¶¶ 62-64. The viewer cannot hear what the actors are saying, but against the 

backdrop of dramatic and fast-paced music, the advertisement shows the following still images 

in quick succession: 

  

Id. 

AB has also launched print-media and billboard campaigns making variations of the 

claims made in AB’s corn syrup-focused television advertisements. One billboard features a 

bottle of Bud Light next to the phrase “100% less corn syrup than Coors Light.” PFF ¶ 49. And 

one of the print publications features the list “No corn syrup. No preservatives. No artificial 

flavors.” above a can of Bud Light. Id.  
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In another set of billboards, AB claims on the first billboard that “Coors Light uses corn syrup,” 

followed by a second billboard down the road stating for Bud Light, “We don’t.” PFF ¶ 49. 

AB has also used its Twitter accounts to advance the Campaign. Three days after the 

Super Bowl, Bud Light’s official Twitter account responded to the controversy and confusion 

AB’s advertisements had already created by reiterating the Campaign’s misleading claims about 

Miller Lite and Coors Light. See PFF ¶¶ 54-55. 
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This “proclamation” expressly claims that Bud Light considered using corn syrup “to save 

money,” but rejected the idea because it chose instead to brew with more expensive rice, barley, 

and hops. Id.2  

A few weeks later, the official Twitter account for AB’s Natural Light beer promoted a 

photo of “The ‘Lite’ Family Portrait,” showing a bottle of Karo Lite Syrup—a brand of corn 

syrup—alongside a can of Miller Lite. See PFF ¶¶ 56-57. 

 

D. AB’s Statements Show that It Designed the Campaign to Exploit Consumer 
Aversion Towards HFCS and Prey on Existing Consumer Confusion 
between Corn Syrup and HFCS.  

The media immediately reported about the seriousness of the claims made in AB’s 

Campaign, dubbing the Super Bowl launch “Corngate.” On February 7, 2019, a leading trade 

publication called Beer Business Daily reported about the Campaign that, according to Andy 

Goeler, Bud Light’s VP of Marketing:  

[AB] did focus-group the heck out of this [Special Delivery] ad, 
and found that consumers generally don’t differentiate between 
[HFCS] and corn syrup, and that it is a major triggering point 
in choosing brands to purchase, particularly among women. 

                                                 
2 Ironically, AB does in fact use corn syrup as a fermentation aid in several of its products above-
premium brands, such as Stella Artois Cidre, Stella Artois Spritzer, and Bon & Viv Spiked Seltzer. PPF ¶ 
21. 
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PFF ¶ 68 (emphasis added). In a subsequent interview with Food & Wine Magazine, Mr. Goeler 

reportedly stated that AB’s research showed that corn syrup is an “ingredient[] [consumers] 

preferred not to consume if they didn’t have to.” PFF ¶ 69. According to the article, he added 

that “some consumers—for their own personal reasons—have concluded that they prefer not 

putting something like corn syrup, if they had a choice, into their body.” PFF ¶ 70. All of this, he 

said, made it “pretty clear to [AB] what to highlight” in the Campaign. PFF ¶ 71. 

E. The AB Campaign Has Damaged, and Will Continue to Damage, the 
Reputations of, and Consumer Goodwill Toward, MillerCoors Flagship 
Products. 

Available evidence shows that the Campaign is already damaging the way consumers 

view the Miller Lite and Coors Light brands. The Special Delivery commercial, which aired to 

nearly 100 million people during the Super Bowl, quickly became one of the night’s most talked-

about advertisements, with some observers hailing it as an advertising touchdown. PFF ¶ 36. 

Social media interest was intense, with thousands of posts and tweets focusing—often 

negatively—on the presence of corn syrup in Miller Lite and Coors Light. PPF ¶ 79-80. A few of 

the thousands of potential examples include:3 

 

                                                 
3 See PFF ¶¶ 80, 95-104. 
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The Campaign has migrated to retail, as well. About a week after the Super Bowl, a 

Facebook user posted a picture from a grocery store showing a display by AB encouraging 

consumers to “Find out what’s in your beer,” with cases of Bud Light piled alongside cases of 

Miller Lite that have packaged ears of corn and bottles of Aunt Jemima syrup on them. PFF ¶ 81. 

 

And the following flyer from an AB-distributor in Beloit, Kansas demeaning Coors Light and 

Miller Lite as “Value Beers,” further propagates AB’s false claims that these MillerCoors 

products are cheap because of their use of corn syrup in the brewing process: 

 

PFF ¶¶ 81-83. 
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F. Survey and Social Media Evidence Show That the Campaign Is Misleading 
Consumers. 

Survey results confirm that the Campaign is misleading consumers about the contents of 

Miller Lite and Coors Light. 4 Wharton’s Dr. Wind, a world-renowned consumer behavior and 

marketing expert, surveyed 2,034 consumers who were exposed to a test or control version of 

AB’s “Mountain Folk” commercial, and compared the responses of 1016 respondents who were 

randomly assigned to view the test ad to the responses of 1018 respondents who were randomly 

assigned to view a control ad.5 See PFF ¶ 84. Dr. Wind’s survey found that 61% of the test group 

came away convinced there is corn syrup present in the Miller Lite and Coors Light that they 

drink. PFF ¶ 86. When compared to the control group, a net of 35% of consumers who saw the 

“Mountain Folk” commercial were misled. Id. Dr. Wind observed that the difference in 

perception “is both economically meaningful and statistically significant.” PFF ¶ 87. Dr. Wind 

also concluded that significantly more respondents who saw the test stimulus than who saw the 

control stimulus believed that the commercial implied that corn syrup and HFCS are the same. 

PFF ¶ 90.  

Dr. Wind also opines that other evidence relevant to consumer deception supports and 

validates his conclusion that a significant number of consumers are deceived by the Campaign. 

First, Dr. Wind’s analysis of the consumer communications that MillerCoors received following 

the launch of the Campaign demonstrates a significant uptick in communications regarding corn 

syrup, and that a significant number of those consumers who contacted MillerCoors were critical 

                                                 
4 Courts in this circuit have identified certain “best practices” for survey reliability and trustworthiness. 
See LG Elecs. U.S.A., Inc. v. Whirlpool Corp., 661 F. Supp. 2d 940, 952 (N.D.Ill. 2009) (summarizing 
survey criteria). Dr. Wind’s survey meets those standards.  
5 The control ad was the same commercial with the added, prominent disclaimer: “While Miller Lite and 
Coors Light are brewed using corn syrup, there is NO corn syrup in the Miller Lite and Coors Light you 
drink.” See PFF ¶¶ 84-85. 
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of Miller Lite and Coors Light regarding their association with corn syrup. PFF ¶¶ 92-94. 

Specifically, in January 2019 (before the Campaign launched), MillerCoors had received 

virtually no consumer communications related to corn syrup. Id. at ¶ 92. Following the Super 

Bowl, MillerCoors received approximately 170 consumer communications regarding corn syrup. 

Id. at ¶ 93. Eighteen percent of those consumer communications noted that the presence of corn 

syrup would cause those consumers to likely cease or decrease their purchases of Miller Lite or 

Coors Light. Id. at ¶ 94. 

In addition, a social media study supervised by Dr. Wind showed that the Campaign 

generated significant online social media activity following the Super Bowl, and that such social 

media activity demonstrated consumer confusion regarding the presence of corn syrup in the 

final Miller Lite and Coors Light beer products, and significant negative sentiment toward 

MillerCoors as a result. PFF ¶¶ 95-96. At the direction of Dr. Wind, Voluble, a company that 

specializes in analyzing social media and other online content for litigation, collected posts from 

various social media forums and reviews, including Instagram, Reddit, Twitter and YouTube. Id. 

at ¶ 97. Posts were organized into two categories: (1) Twitter posts in which an account authored 

by AB mentioned corn syrup, and subsequent retweets of those posts (the “Bud Light-Owned 

Dataset”); and (2) online conversations mentioning corn syrup in Bud Light, Miller Lite or Coors 

Light (the “Corn Syrup Dataset”). Id. at ¶ 98. Dr. Wind concluded that the Campaign triggered a 

substantial amount of online activity. Specifically, the Bud Light-Owned Dataset generated 

3,206,145 total impressions, and Corn Syrup Dataset generated 314,587,587 total impressions. 

Id. at ¶¶ 99-100. Voluble also analyzed a random sample of the Corn Syrup Dataset large enough 

to draw conclusions with a high degree of statistical precision. Id. at ¶ 101. Based on this 

analysis, Dr. Wind concluded that consumers expressed negative sentiment toward corn syrup in 
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connection with beer or beer brewing more than twice as often as positive sentiment. Id. at ¶ 102. 

Dr. Wind also concluded that 28.6% of consumer posts indicated that the author was confused 

regarding the presence of corn syrup in the final beer products. Id. at ¶ 103. Based on the 

foregoing, Dr. Wind concluded that the social media analysis demonstrated that the Campaign 

created confusion, health concerns, and disgust toward Miller Lite and Coors Light beers. Id. at ¶ 

104.  

G. AB Has No Plans to End the Campaign. 

In an interview with the Milwaukee Business Journal earlier this month, AB’s Mr. Goeler 

announced that his company will “continue to run the current content until it starts to reach a 

certain level of saturation,” observing that “[w]e think it has a ways to go.” See PFF ¶¶ 72-73. 

Despite launching a Campaign that has already misled and confused consumers, AB is 

persisting: Since Super Bowl LIII through March 18, 2019, the 30- and 60-second versions of the 

“Special Delivery” commercial has aired a combined 1,006 times on over twenty TV networks. 

PFF ¶ 34. During that same time, the “Shop Talk” and “Trojan Horse” commercials have aired 

273 and 795 times, respectively. PFF ¶ 41.  

Last week, on March 20, 2019, AB premiered a new advertisement specifically chiding 

Miller Lite for not having an “ingredients” label, accusing MillerCoors of a lack of transparency, 

and once again implying that corn syrup is an ingredient in the Miller Lite that consumers drink. 

See PFF ¶ 65-66. And immediately after MillerCoors filed this Action, on March 21, 2019, AB 

publicly double-downed on its position and Campaign, indicating that it would not stop: “We 

stand behind the Bud Light transparency campaign and have no plans to change the advertising.” 

PFF ¶ 67. Therefore, barring an injunction, AB’s Campaign is poised to continue for the 

foreseeable future.  
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II. Argument 

A plaintiff seeking a preliminary injunction “must establish that it has some likelihood of 

success on the merits; that it has no adequate remedy at law; [and] that without relief it will 

suffer irreparable harm.” Planned Parenthood of Ind. & Ky., Inc. v. Comm’r of Ind. State Dep’t 

of Health, 896 F.3d 809, 816 (7th Cir. 2018) (citation omitted). “If that burden is met, the court 

must weigh the harm that the plaintiff will suffer absent an injunction against the harm to the 

defendant from an injunction, and consider whether an injunction is in the public interest.” Id. 

Courts in this circuit use “a sliding scale approach,” whereby “[t]he more likely the plaintiff is to 

win, the less heavily need the balance of harms weigh in his favor,” and vice versa. Valencia v. 

City of Springfield, 883 F.3d 959, 966 (7th Cir. 2018).  

MillerCoors is likely to succeed on the merits of its Lanham Act claim because (1) AB’s 

advertisements make false and deceptive implied claims about the contents of Miller Lite and 

Coors Light; and (2) AB’s own statements show that AB intended the Campaign to mislead 

consumers in exactly the ways it has. The record also shows that AB’s Campaign is causing 

MillerCoors irreparable injury to its reputation and credibility with consumers, and that 

MillerCoors lacks a remedy at law adequate to abate the injury. Finally, the balance of harms in 

this case weighs heavily in plaintiff’s favor, since the only harm AB will suffer from the 

injunction is losing the right to further mislead the public about MillerCoors flagship products. 

For those reasons, this Court should issue a preliminary injunction forbidding AB from claiming 

that Miller Lite and Coors Light are “made with” or “brewed with” corn syrup. 

A. MillerCoors Is Likely to Succeed on Its Lanham Act Claim Based on AB’s 
False Advertisements. 

To pass the “likelihood of success” threshold, a plaintiff seeking a preliminary injunction 

“need only demonstrate some likelihood of prevailing on the merits, not that it will definitely 
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prevail.” Abbott Labs. v. Mead Johnson & Co., 971 F.2d 6, 13 (7th Cir. 1992) (citation omitted). 

To prevail on the merits of a false advertising claim under Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 

U.S.C. § 1125(a), a plaintiff must prove: 

(1) a false statement of fact made by the defendant in a commercial 
advertisement about its own or another’s product; (2) the statement 
actually deceived or has the tendency to deceive a substantial 
segment of its audience; (3) the deception is material, in that it is 
likely to influence the purchasing decision; (4) the defendant 
caused its false statement to enter interstate commerce; and (5) the 
plaintiff has been or is likely to be injured as a result of the false 
statement, either by direct diversion of sales from itself to 
defendant or by a loss of goodwill associated with its products.  

Hot Wax, Inc. v. Turtle Wax, Inc., 191 F.3d 813, 819 (7th Cir. 1999); see also Eli Lily & Co. v. 

Arla Foods, Inc., 893 F.3d 375, 381–82 (7th Cir. 2018) (same considerations stated as three-

pronged framework). MillerCoors can certainly make those showings here, and can therefore 

establish a high likelihood of success on the merits of its Lanham Act claim.  

1. AB’s Campaign Misleadingly and Deceptively Claims That Miller Lite 
and Coors Light Contain Corn Syrup or HFCS. 

“The purpose of the false-advertising provisions of the Lanham Act is to protect sellers 

from having their customers lured away from them by deceptive ads (or labels, or other 

promotional materials).” Schering-Plough Healthcare Prods., Inc. v. Schwarz Pharma, Inc., 586 

F.3d 500, 512 (7th Cir. 2009). Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act thus prohibits not just expressly 

false statements, but also “claims that may be literally true or ambiguous, but which implicitly 

convey a false impression, are misleading in context, or [are] likely to deceive consumers” about 

a matter that is material in the sense that it is “likely to influence [their] purchasing decision.” 

Hot Wax, Inc., 191 F.3d at 819-20 (discussing 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)). 

Under the Lanham Act, advertising statements must be considered in context and not 

parsed as incomplete phrases or sentences. See Southland Sod Farms v. Stover Seed Co., 108 
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F.3d 1134, 1139 (9th Cir. 1997); Castrol, Inc. v. Pennzoil Co., 987 F.2d 939, 946 (3d Cir. 1993); 

Schwarz Pharma, Inc. v. Breckenridge Pharm., Inc., 388 F. Supp. 2d 967, 976 (E.D. Wis. 2005). 

AB has launched a systematic Campaign with various components, that, when viewed as 

a whole, deceive consumers into believing that Miller Lite and Coors Light final products 

actually contain corn syrup and thus are unhealthy and inferior to Bud Light. First, AB launched 

a television and print media campaign that claims Miller Lite and Coors Light “use” or are 

“made with” corn syrup, while Bud Light does not and is not. For example, AB has run ads that 

claim: 

• “Miller Lite uses corn syrup” and Coors Light “also use[s] 
corn syrup” (Special Delivery); 

• Miller Lite and Coors Light are “made with corn syrup” 
(Mountain Folk; Shop Talk; Trojan Horse); and 

• “Coors Light is made with barley, water, hop extract and 
corn syrup” (Cave Explorers). 

See PFF ¶¶ 29-41, 43-45. As Dr. Wind observed in his Report, the phrase “made with” as 

utilized in the Moutain Folk ad is ambiguous because respondents in the deception survey 

described the association between Miller Lite and Coors Light and corn syrup in a number of 

diffferent ways, interpreting “made with” to mean, for example “contains,” “uses,” “has,” “is 

made with,” “is in,” or “is added.” See PFF ¶ 88. Thus, the phrases “uses corn syrup”, “brewed 

with corn syrup” and “made with corn syrup” do not foreclose the possibility in consumers 

minds that corn syrup is added as a finishing ingredient to the beer. See PFF ¶ 88. The phrases 

invite consumers to mistakenly think that Miller Lite and Coors Light contain corn syrup, when 

that is not true.  

The Seventh Circuit has recognized that average consumers are “not likely to know that 

much” about food processing. Kraft, Inc. v. F.T.C., 970 F.2d 311, 322 (7th Cir. 1992). Thus, 
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even literally true claims about food processing, when presented without important context, can 

“leave[] consumers with a misleading impression.” Id. Indeed, the Seventh Circuit has held that 

messages implying that food products “produced” from raw materials also “actually contain” 

those raw materials, when the products do not, are false and deceptive. Abbott Labs., 971 F.2d at 

15 (affirming finding of likelihood of success on false advertising claim in part because “entire 

promotional campaign. . . implies more than the permissible message that Ricelyte is produced 

from rice or contains rice syrup solids derived from rice carbohydrates. It also implies that 

Ricelyte actually contains rice and rice carbohydrates. . . .”). 

Second, AB followed-up its ads mocking Miller Lite and Coors Light with a series of 

billboard and print advertisments that highlight Bud Light’s lack of corn syrup. For example: 

• In one series of billboards, AB claims on the first billboard 
that “Coors Light uses corn syrup,” followed by a second 
billboard stating for Bud Light, “We don’t.” 

• In another series, three sequential billboards read 1) “100% 
less corn syrup than Coors Light;” 2) “and…wait for it;” 3) 
“100% less corn syrup than Miller Lite.” 

• An AB print publication features the list “No corn syrup. 
No preservatives. No artificial flavors.” above a can of Bud 
Light. 

See PFF ¶¶ 49-53. These claims, particularly the “100% less” and “No corn syrup” claims, 

present consumers with a false dichotomy: Bud Light contains no corn syrup, so Miller Lite and 

Coors Light must. Moreover, the claims highlight this false dichotomy in a way that suggests 

consumers should care about it for important reasons, such as health concerns. Yet, there is no 

meaningful health difference between beer brewed with corn syrup and beer brewed with other 

common fermentation adjuncts, like rice. PFF ¶ 15. This is because the adjuncts are consumed in 

the fermentation process, PFF ¶¶ 17-18, a crucial, contextual fact entirely absent from AB’s 

Campaign. 
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 Campaigns that present consumers with such “compare and contrast” statements—when 

the difference in the products has no meaningful significance—are false, deceptive, and should 

be enjoined. See Arla Foods, 893 F.3d at 383 (affirming ban on ad campaign that “dr[ew] a clear 

contrast between Arla cheese (high quality, nutritious) and cheese made from rbST-treated cows 

(impure, unwholesome)” where “[n]o significant difference has been shown between milk 

derived from rbST-treated and non-rbST-treated cows”); Abbott Labs., 971 F.2d at 15 (affirming 

finding of likelihood of success on false advertising claim in part because statement that 

“Ricelyte has a lower osmolality than Pedialyte, while literally true, is misleading because the 

difference in osmolality has no therapeutic significance.”); see also Chobani LLC v. Dannon Co., 

Inc., 157 F. Supp. 3d 190, 203 (N.D.N.Y. 2016) (enjoining campaign that “paint[ed] Dannon’s 

products as a safety risk because they contain sucralose” when studies showed sucralose was 

“safe for ordinary consumption”); Polar Corp. v. Coca-Cola Co., 871 F. Supp. 1520, 1521 (D. 

Mass. 1994) (enjoining ad that “implied that Coke is not pure” and thus “misrepresented the 

nature and quality of Coke”). 

Finally, AB has promoted Bud Light’s use of rice in the brewing process, suggesting that 

use of corn syrup is cheaper and inferior. AB’s official Twitter account displayed a message 

claiming that the Bud Light King had considered using corn syrup in Bud Light “to save money” 

because it is “less expensive,” but rejected the idea stating that “it’s not [the King’s] job to save 

money.” PFF ¶ 54. Yet, there is no meaningful difference in quality between beer brewed with 

rice and beer brewed with other common fermentation adjuncts, like corn syrup. PFF ¶ 15. 

Despite this truth, AB’s claims falsely suggest the opposite: That there is something inferior, 

wrong, or unhealthy about beer that is not brewed with rice. See Arla Foods, 893 F.3d at 383; 
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Abbott Labs., 971 F.2d at 15. This claim is all the more duplicitous because AB uses corn syrup 

to brew a number of its products, including beer that AB promotes as high-end. PFF ¶ 21.  

The focus of AB’s entire Campaign is corn syrup and “ingredients.” The advertising 

leads consumers to think that they should base their purchasing decision on corn syrup, and 

whether a beer is “made with” or “brewed with” corn syrup. And, because of the paired focus—

corn syrup and “ingredients”—AB (falsely) implies that corn syrup is an ingredient in the beer 

consumers drink. But, it is almost inconceivable that consumers would care much about whether 

a beer is “made with” or “brewed with” corn syrup if they knew that the corn syrup was merely 

used as a brewing adjunct that is broken down completely during fermentation, so that none is 

present in the beer that they drink. Nonetheless, AB’s Campaign does not provide that material 

information. Instead, the context of AB’s advertisements clearly implies that consumers should 

be concerned about Miller Lite or Coors Light because when they drink the beers, they will be 

consuming corn syrup.  

AB’s advertisements are all the more misleading because they prey upon consumers’ 

confusion about the distinction between ordinary corn syrup and HFCS. Mr. Goeler, AB’s VP of 

Marketing for Bud Light, has reportedly stated to the press that consumers wrongly think that 

corn syrup and HFCS are the same substance. See PFF ¶ 68.6 Therefore, in all likelihood, AB 

knew prior to the start of the Campaign, that consumers—who were already likely to conclude 

from the Campaign that Miller Lite and Coors Light contain corn syrup—would also be likely to 

mistakenly think that Miller Lite and Coors Light contain or use HFCS. As a practical matter, 

then, the Campaign is likely to confuse consumers, not just about whether there is corn syrup in 

Miller Lite and Coors Light, but also about whether those beers contain or use HFCS.  
                                                 
6 Substantial evidence collected by Dr. Wind from a large consumer survey and social media confirm this 
confusion exists. See PFF ¶ 90. 
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The fact that the advertisements’ message is “misleading in context” and “likely to 

deceive consumers” makes it actionable under the Lanham Act. See Hot Wax, Inc., 191 F.3d at 

820. This is true even when the “context” comes in the form of preexisting beliefs. See, e.g., 

Simeon Management Corp. v. FTC, 579 F.2d 1137, 1146 (9th Cir. 1978) (the fact that a false 

belief “is attributable to factors other than the advertisement itself does not preclude the 

advertisement from being deceptive”); Telebrands Corp., TV Savings, LLC, & Ajit Khubani- 

Commission Opinon and Order to Cease and Desist, Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 15800 (Sept. 19, 

2005) (“Where, as here, an advertiser exploits preexisting beliefs deliberately by inviting 

consumers to recall the claims in other ads to help convey a message, it makes little sense to 

remove the influence of those other ads.”). 

2. AB’s own Statements Confirm that it Intended to Cause Consumer 
Confusion over the Contents of Miller Lite and Coors Light, and 
Extrinsic Evidence Shows that the Campaign Has Actually Sown Such 
Confusion. 

In addition to showing that the defendant made a material false statement, a plaintiff 

pursuing a false advertising claim under the Lanham Act must also show that the defendant’s 

false statement actually deceives or tends to deceive a substantial number of consumers. When 

the false claim at issue is not literally false, proving actual or likely confusion requires the 

plaintiff to produce extrinsic evidence showing that a significant or substantial portion of 

consumers who see or hear the advertisement receive, or are likely to receive, the false claim. 

See Johnson & Johnson * Merck Consumer Pharm. Co. v. Smithkline Beecham Corp., 960 F.2d 

294, 297-98 (2d Cir. 1992) (hereinafter “J&J * Merck”); Arla Foods, 893 F.3d at 382. 

A plaintiff can meet this burden in one of two ways. Either the plaintiff shows that the 

“defendant has intentionally set out to deceive the public [through the implicit false statement], 

and [that] the defendant’s deliberate conduct in this regard is of an egregious nature,” in which 
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case “the burden shifts to the defendant to demonstrate the absence of consumer confusion,” J&J 

* Merck, 960 F.2d at 298–99, or the plaintiff uses evidence from consumer surveys to prove that 

the challenged advertisements mislead and confuse a significant portion of consumers, J&J * 

Merck, 960 F.2d at 298.; Riddell, Inc. v. Schutt Sports, Inc., 724 F. Supp. 2d 963, 971 (W.D. 

Wis. 2010) (citing Rust Env’t & Infrastructure, Inc. v. Teunissen, 131 F.3d 1210, 1218 (7th Cir. 

1997)). The evidence here shows both: (1) AB, through its Campaign, fully intended to convey 

false claims that Miller Lite and Coors Light contain corn syrup or HFCS; and (2) AB’s 

Campaign is actually confusing a significant portion of consumers about the contents of Miller 

Lite and Coors Light.  

a. AB Intended to Mislead Consumers Through its Campaign. 

This Court may presume that the Campaign is confusing consumers because the record 

demonstrates that AB intended the Campaign to impart misleading messages. When an 

advertiser intends its commercials to mislead or confuse consumers, courts may presume that the 

commercials have their intended effect. See J&J * Merck, 960 F.2d at 298-98. 

Reports of Mr. Goeler’s statements establish that AB intended to mislead consumers into 

thinking that Miller Lite and Coors Light contain corn syrup or HFCS through AB’s Campaign. 

In one interview about the Campaign, Mr. Goeler is quoted as saying that AB’s internal studies 

showed that consumers “prefer not putting something like corn syrup … into their body,” which 

made it “pretty clear to [AB] what to highlight” in the Campaign. See PFF ¶¶ 70-71. According 

to another report, Mr. Goeler acknowledged that AB “did focus-group the heck out of [the 

Special Delivery] ad, and found that consumers generally don’t differentiate between [HFCS] 

and corn syrup, and that it is a major triggering point in choosing brands to purchase, particularly 

among women.” PFF ¶ 68. 
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These statements show that AB intends to convince consumers of two things through its 

Campaign: (1) that by drinking Miller Lite and Coors Light, they are “putting … corn syrup … 

into their bod[ies]”; and (2) that, “in choosing brands to purchase,” they should be leery of Miller 

Lite and Coors Light because those beers contain HFCS. Those are patently false messages. Mr. 

Goeler’s statements make clear, however, that communicating and spreading those false 

messages is the entire purpose of the Campaign. Because AB intends the Campaign to deceive 

consumers about the contents of Miller Lite and Coors Light beers, this Court may presume the 

Campaign has that effect.  

b. Survey and Social Media Evidence Establish that the 
Campaign Is Misleading a Significant Portion of Consumers. 

If survey evidence shows that at least 15% of consumers have been misled to think a false 

statement is made expressly or implicitly in a commercial, a “substantial percentage” of 

consumers have been confused. See Novartis Consumer Health, Inc. v. Johnson & Johnson-

Merck Consumer Pharm. Co., 290 F.3d 578, 594 (3d Cir. 2002); Eli Lilly & Co. v. Arla Foods 

Inc., No. 17-C-703, 2017 WL 4570547, at *9 (E.D. Wis. June 15, 2017), aff’d, 893 F.3d 375 (7th 

Cir. 2018). Dr. Wind’s survey shows that AB’s “Mountain Folk” commercial misleads a much 

greater percentage of consumers than that. It found that 61% of the test group of consumers who 

saw the ad came away convinced that there is corn syrup present in the Miller Lite and Coors 

Light they drink, meaning that a net (after accounting for the control group) of 35% of 

consumers were misled by the ad into thinking that Miller Lite and Coors Light contain corn 

syrup. See PFF ¶¶ 86-87. 

Dr. Wind’s conclusions in the deception study are further supported and confirmed by 

social media evidence showing that consumers are being misled by the Campaign. As noted 
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above, 28.6% of the consumer social media posts analyzed indicated that the author was 

confused regarding the presence of corn syrup in the final beer products. PFF ¶ 103. 

The Seventh Circuit has affirmed grants of preliminary injunctions in Lanham Act cases 

where the claims of actual consumer confusion were supported by far less evidence than is 

presented here. In Eli Lilly & Co. v. Arla Foods, for example, the district court enjoined an 

advertising campaign falsely implying “that cheese made from milk supplied by rbST-treated 

cows is unwholesome.” 893 F.3d at 382–83. The only evidence that viewers of the 

advertisements were actually being misled at the preliminary injunction stage was: (1) the 

contents of the advertisements themselves; (2) the fact that one major cheese producer decided to 

cease using milk from rbST-treated cows after the advertisements began running; and (3) a Food 

and Drug Administration recommendation that ads concerning rbST include a disclaimer stating 

that there was no known difference between milk from rbST-treated cows and milk from non-

rbST-treated cows. See id. The record in Arla Foods did not contain any survey evidence or 

market research showing that the ads were misleading consumers. See id. at 382. Nor did the 

plaintiff in that case point to any documented instances of consumers being confused. Yet the 

Seventh Circuit had little trouble affirming the district court’s finding that the plaintiff was likely 

to succeed on the merits of its Lanham Act claim. Id. at 383; see also Abbott Labs., 971 F.2d at 

15, Chobani LLC, 157 F. Supp. 3d at 203.  

Given that the evidence of actual confusion is far more substantial in this case than it was 

in Arla Foods, there can be little doubt that MillerCoors has adequately demonstrated that the 

Campaign actually confuses and deceives consumers.  

3. The Campaign’s False Claims Are Material to Consumers. 

The Campaign’s implied false claims are highly material to consumers, in that they are 

“likely to influence [consumers’] purchasing decision[s].” See Hot Wax, Inc., 191 F.3d at 819. 
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The Campaign’s false claims about Miller Lite and Coors Light relate specifically to factors that 

MillerCoors studies show most affect its consumers’ beer-buying decisions. For instance, the 

advertisements cause consumers to question whether MillerCoors has been transparent in its 

communications to consumers about Miller Lite and Coors Light. This undermines the brands’ 

reputations for authenticity, and the relationship of trust Miller Lite and Coors Light have built 

with consumers. See PFF ¶ 8. Similarly, the Campaign’s implied message that Miller Lite and 

Coors Light contain corn syrup—often confused with HFCS, widely perceived by the public as a 

cheap additive sweetener associated with undesirable health consequences—deceives consumers 

into believing they are not getting good value or high quality when they buy Miller Lite and 

Coors Light. See PFF ¶¶ 77-78 and 102-104. There is ample evidence collected under Dr. 

Wind’s supervision from social media reflecting negative sentiment regarding Miller Lite and 

Coors Light as a result of the Campaign. Specifically, 18% of consumer communications 

regarding corn syrup received by MillerCoors after the Campaign launch noted that the presence 

of corn syrup would cause those consumers to likely cease or decrease their purchases of Miller 

Lite or Coors Light. See PFF ¶ 94. Further, based on the Voluble research, Dr. Wind concluded 

that a significant number of consumers expressed negative sentiment toward corn syrup in 

connection with beer or beer brewing, and that such negative sentiment was communicated more 

than twice as often as positive sentiment. See PFF ¶ 102. 

The Campaign’s high-profile, costly advertisements themselves are also evidence of the 

materiality of the false claims they convey. AB, a highly sophisticated industry participant, has 

already spent millions of dollars running corn syrup-themed advertisements. See PFF ¶ 68. It 

plainly would not have done so unless it believed that messages about corn syrup would affect 

consumers’ decisions. And indeed, as Mr. Goeler confirmed, AB’s own research shows that the 
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presence of HFCS or corn syrup is “a major triggering point in choosing brands to purchase.” Id. 

There is little doubt, therefore, that the Campaign’s claims about corn syrup are material to 

consumers. 

4. The Campaign’s False Statements Have Injured MillerCoors and 
Continue to Do So. 

Another element a plaintiff must prove to prevail on a false advertising claim under the 

Lanham Act is show that it “has been or is likely to be injured as a result of the false statement.” 

Arla Foods, 893 F.3d at 382. Injury to business reputation suffices. See id. at 383. There is a 

presumption, moreover, that “disparaging false statements about a competitor’s product, 

especially when the relevant market is nearly entirely occupied by two competitors, harms the 

competitor’s goodwill and competitive position.” Market Track, LLC v. Efficient Collaborative 

Retail Mktg., LLC, No. 14 C 4957, 2015 WL 3637740, at *22 (N.D. Ill. June 11, 2015) (citing 

Abbott Labs., 971 F.2d at 16). 

MillerCoors can make the required showing of injury. Because the light beer market is 

dominated by just two competitors—MillerCoors and AB—the presumption is that AB’s false 

statements harm MillerCoors goodwill and competitive position. See PFF ¶¶ 6, 24; see also 

Market Track, LLC, 2015 WL 3637740, at *22. That presumption is borne out by record 

evidence showing the intense public response to the Campaign, including on multiple social 

media platforms. See PFF ¶¶ 79-83, 93-104; see also supra I.E and infra II.B.  

The evidence conclusively shows, therefore, that MillerCoors is already suffering real 

reputational harm and business injury as a result of the Campaign. Because MillerCoors can also 

show that the Campaign makes materially false claims that confuse and mislead consumers about 

the contents of Miller Lite and Coors Light, MillerCoors is highly likely to prevail on its Lanham 

Act claim. 
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B. The Campaign has Inflicted Irreparable Harm for Which MillerCoors Has 
No Adequate Remedy at Law. 

In addition to demonstrating a likelihood of success on the merits, a plaintiff seeking a 

preliminary injunction must show “that it has no adequate remedy at law” and “that without 

[injunctive] relief it will suffer irreparable harm.” Planned Parenthood of Ind. & Ky., Inc., 896 

F.3d at 816 (citation omitted). In cases like this one, lack of an adequate remedy and irreparable 

harm substantially overlap, such that MillerCoors injuries are irreparable primarily because the 

law does not provide a remedy adequate to rectify them. See Roland Mach. Co. v. Dresser 

Indus., Inc., 749 F.2d 380, 383 (7th Cir. 1984) (noting overlap between “no adequate remedy at 

law” and “irreparable harm” requirements for preliminary injunctions).  

To satisfy the burden of demonstrating irreparable harm, a plaintiff “need only present 

proof providing a reasonable basis for the belief that the plaintiff is likely to be [irreparably 

harmed] as a result of the false advertising.” R.H. Donnelley Corp. v. Ill. Bell Tel. Co., 595 F. 

Supp. 1202, 1207 (N.D. Ill. 1984) (citing Johnson & Johnson v. Carter-Wallace, Inc., 631 F.2d 

186 (2d Cir. 1980)) (emphasis added). Harm is irreparable if it “cannot be prevented or fully 

rectified by the final judgment after tria[l].” Roland Mach. Co., 749 F.2d at 386. In other words, 

harm is considered irreparable if “compensation in money cannot atone for it.” Graham v. Med. 

Mut. of Ohio, 130 F.3d 293, 296 (7th Cir. 1997). The classic example of irreparable harm to a 

business is loss of reputation and consumer goodwill. See, e.g., Ty, Inc. v. Jones Grp., Inc., 237 

F.3d 891, 902 (7th Cir. 2001) (“[I]t is virtually impossible to ascertain the precise economic 

consequences of intangible harms, such as damage to reputation and loss of goodwill, caused by 

[Lanham Act] violations.”) (quoting Abbott Labs., 971 F.2d at 16). Irreparable harm to a 

business can also include loss of market share and customer base. See Ill. Bell Tel. Co. v. MCI 

Telecomms. Corp., No. 96 C 2378, 1996 WL 717466, at *9 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 9, 1996) (“Loss of 
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market share is also irreparable injury, because market share is difficult to recover.”) (citing Am. 

Home Prods. Corp. v. Abbott Labs., 522 F. Supp. 1035 (S.D.N.Y. 1981)). 

The Western District of Wisconsin, along with other courts in this circuit, have held that, 

in evaluating a motion for a preliminary injunction in a false advertising case involving 

comparative advertisements, irreparable harm should be presumed once the moving party 

establishes some likelihood that the comparative advertisements at issue are false. See Mgmt. 

Grp, LLC v. T&G Consultant Agency, LLC, No. 16-cv-470-wmc, 2016 WL 3830585, at *6 

(W.D. Wis. July 12, 2016); N. Star Indus., Inc. v. Douglas Dynamics LLC, 848 F. Supp. 2d 934, 

949 (E.D. Wis. 2012) (citing Abbott Labs., 971 F.2d at 18); Redbox Automated Retail, LLC v. 

Xpress Retail LLC, 310 F. Supp. 3d 949, 952 (N.D. Ill. 2018). Thus, MillerCoors is entitled to a 

presumption of irreparable harm in this case because the Campaign is expressly comparative 

against Miller Lite and Coors Light and MillerCoors has demonstrated a likelihood of success on 

the merits of its Lanham Act claim.7 

But the Court need not rely on a presumption of irreparable harm in this case because the 

record makes clear that the Campaign has damaged, and continues to damage, MillerCoors 

reputation by eroding the consumer goodwill that MillerCoors has spent generations building.  

On social media, for example, many consumers are criticizing Miller Lite and Coors 

Light for containing corn syrup and HFCS. See PFF ¶ 95-96, 102-104. Dr. Wind found that since 

the Campaign started, 18% of consumer communications regarding corn syrup received by 

                                                 
7 Some judges have questioned whether the Supreme Court’s decision in eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, 
LLC, 547 U.S. 388, 391 (2006), which addressed the application of a similar presumption in patent cases, 
means this presumption may no longer be valid. E.g., Timothy B. O’Brien LLC v. Knott, No. 18-CV-684-
JDP, 2018 WL 5456550, at *5 (W.D. Wis. Oct. 29, 2018). But, as noted above, several judges in this 
circuit have continued to apply the presumption after eBay. See also Bernatello’s Pizza, Inc. v. Hansen 
Foods, LLC, 173 F. Supp. 3d 790, 802 (W.D. Wis. 2016) (observing that, notwithstanding eBay, “there 
might be good reasons why irreparable injury should be presumed in trademark cases, though not in 
patent cases”).  
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MillerCoors noted that those consumers would likely cease or decrease their purchases of Miller 

Lite or Coors Light due to their perception that those products contain corn syrup. See PFF ¶ 94. 

In other words, 18% of consumers who were already drinking Miller Lite and Coors Light were 

misled and dissuaded from further purchases of Miller Lite and Coors Light. Id. Dr. Wind also 

concluded that since the Campaign’s launch, a significant number of consumers expressed 

negative sentiment toward corn syrup in connection with beer or beer brewing, and that such 

negative sentiment was communicated more than twice as often as positive sentiment. See PFF 

¶¶ 96, 102. 

These consumer sentiments unquestionably demonstrate that AB’s Campaign has 

inflicted irreparable harm on MillerCoors. The Campaign’s misleading attacks are especially 

injurious to MillerCoors because the Miller Lite and Coors Light brands have developed 

reputations among consumers as being authentic, a good value, and of high quality. See PFF ¶ 8. 

Those perceptions are called into question by the Campaign’s implied false and misleading 

claims that Miller Lite and Coors Light contain corn syrup and HFCS.  

This Court recently found that plaintiffs in another case would suffer irreparable harm if 

the defendant there were permitted to continue posting false facts and photos on a blog because 

the misleading posts damaged the plaintiffs’ reputations. Qatar Inv. & Projects Dev. Holding Co. 

v. John Doe, No. 17-cv-553-JDP, 2017 WL 7053641, at *1 (W.D. Wis. Sept. 6, 2017). The same 

principle applies here, except the reputational harm is even greater because hundreds of millions 

of Americans are seeing AB’s Campaign advertisements through multiple media platforms. See 

PFF ¶¶ 34-75, 79-82, 95-104. The irreparable harm to MillerCoors is particularly acute in this 

case because the Campaign expressly compares Miller Lite and Coors Light to their chief 

competitor, Bud Light. Courts have held that a misleading and unfavorable comparison between 
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a plaintiff’s product and a specific competing product “necessarily diminishes [plaintiff’s] 

product’s value in the minds of the consumer,” thereby “depriv[ing] [the plaintiff] of a legitimate 

competitive advantage and reduc[ing] consumers’ incentive to select” the plaintiff’s product 

rather than the competitor’s. McNeilab, Inc. v. Am. Home Prods. Corp., 848 F.2d 34, 38 (2d Cir. 

1988); Abbott Labs., 971 F.2d at 16 (citing McNeilab for the same proposition). On that basis, 

too, this Court may fairly conclude that the Campaign irreparably harms the reputations of Miller 

Lite and Coors Light and diminishes consumers’ goodwill toward those brands. 

C. The Balance of Equities Favors Granting a Preliminary Injunction.  

The final consideration for courts reviewing motions for preliminary injunctive relief is 

the balance of equities. Courts must first “consider any irreparable harm that the defendant 

might suffer from the injunction—harm that would not be either cured by the defendant’s 

ultimately prevailing in the trial on the merits or fully compensated by the injunction bond” that 

the plaintiff is required to post. Roland Mach. Co., 749 F.2d at 387 (emphasis added). The rule is 

that, “if the defendant will not be irreversibly injured by the injunction because a final judgment 

in [its] favor would make [it] whole, the injunction will not really harm [it].” Id. (emphasis 

added). Courts balancing the equities must also consider whether the public’s interest would be 

furthered by an injunction. Abbott Labs., 971 F.2d at 11–12. 

AB will not suffer any irreparable harm if ordered to temporarily stop the Campaign. An 

order temporarily barring AB from continuing to disseminate the Campaign would leave AB free 

to advertise its products using any other means that do not make the false claims at issue in this 

case.8 The order would simply prevent AB from airing false and misleading claims that it has no 

                                                 
8 For example, during Super Bowl LIII, AB aired another one-minute Bud Light commercial featuring 
characters from the popular HBO series “Game of Thrones.” That ad did not mention corn syrup or 
disparage Miller Lite or Coors Light, and so the preliminary relief requested here would not prevent AB 
(Continued...) 
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right to air in the first place. In Market Track, LLC, the court found that “enjoining [the 

defendant] from engaging in unlawful behavior [false statements in its advertising] [was] no 

hardship at all.” 2015 WL 3637740, at *23. Following that reasoning, other courts in this circuit 

have rejected arguments that injunctions forbidding certain advertisements irreparably harm the 

advertisers—at least in cases like this one, where the moving party establishes that the 

advertisements are likely false. See, e.g., N. Star Indus., Inc., 848 F. Supp. 2d at 950 (rejecting 

argument that defendant “would be harmed by [an] injunction because the key aspects of a 

marketing campaign that has been under way for months would be disrupted,” as the plaintiff 

was “likely to succeed in proving that two claims promoted by that campaign are false”).  

An injunction will also serve the public interest, chiefly because members of the public 

have an obvious interest in “not being deceived about the products they purchas[e].” Int’l Kennel 

Club of Chi., Inc. v. Mighty Star, Inc., 846 F.2d 1079, 1092 n.8 (7th Cir. 1988). Indeed, “th[is] 

public interest in truthful advertising … lies at the heart of the Lanham Act.” Abbott Labs, 971 

F.2d at 19 (citation omitted). If AB has a true interest in “transparency,” AB can air non-

misleading advertisements that provide sufficient context for consumers to understand that there 

is no corn syrup in Miller Lite or Coors Light. The public interest and the balance of equities as a 

whole thus favor of an injunction here.  

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, MillerCoors respectfully requests that this Court enter an order 

granting the immediate relief requested in the MillerCoors Motion.  

Respectfully submitted this 28th day of March, 2019. 

________________________ 
from continuing to air that commercial or any others that do not communicate false and misleading 
claims.  
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 /s/ Donald Schott                                            
 
Donald Schott 
don.schott@quarles.com  
Anita Marie Boor 
anita.boor@quarles.com  
QUARLES & BRADY, LLP 
33 East Main Street, Suite 900 
Madison, WI 53703 
(608) 283-2452 
 
Christopher A. Cole 
ccole@crowell.com 
David Ervin 
dervin@crowell.com  
CROWELL & MORING LLP 
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 624-2701 
 
Holly Melton 
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CROWELL & MORING LLP 
590 Madison Avenue, 20th Floor 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I hereby certify that I will cause a copy of the foregoing document to be served on 

Defendant Anheuser-Busch Companies, LLC through its registered agent, the Corporation Trust 

Company, as soon as practical: 

The Corporation Trust Company 
Corporation Trust Center 

1209 Orange Street 
Wilmington, DE 19801 

 
/s/ Donald Schott                                            
Donald Schott 
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